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Interested in Bicycling, soccer, or Skateboarding? Need to take the dog
for a walk? Want to try your hand at cycling through the woods & fields,
or dabbling in BMX? Looking to enjoy the outdoors by strolling along a
regional trail, picnicking on the lawn, or bird-watching on the shores of
White River? Then Lake Sullivan Park is the place for you!
Marian County’s most convenient park, more than 1 million people visit
Lake Sullivan Park annually to explore Major Taylor’s 640 acres of
recreational activities, rare amenities, and culturally-enriching events.
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Welcome to Major Taylor Velodrome

Built for the 1982 Olympic Festival, at a cost of almost $3 million, The Major Taylor Velodrome was the first
public structure in Indianapolis to be named for an African-American, Marshall "Major" Taylor, the first AfricanAmerican to be World Champion in any sport.
Born in Indianapolis in 1878, as a teenager, Marshall Taylor would perform bicycle stunts while wearing a
costume with a military look, earning him the nickname of "Major".
We hope that you find the racing exciting. As with most sports, the more you know about it, the more likely
you are to enjoy and appreciate it. Cycling is no different. There are many different components to track
racing, and the concepts can be a little difficult to grasp at first.
We hope this racing guide will help you become more familiar to track racing by explaining the various
velodrome aspects, common terms, races rules as well as introduce you to some of our riders.
Cycling has many disciplines and track cycling is among the oldest. Cycling race tracks are called
“velodromes,” enclosed ovals that host some of the most exciting racing in the world Track bikes have one
speed and no freewheel – The bikes are “direct drive” and riders slow down by applying “back pressure” to
the pedals. See the following diagram of a track bike for details.
Bicycle Track Racing on Thursday and Friday nights is on track bikes by licensed riders. The events abide by
rules set by USA Cycling. USA Cycling is an official governing body for all disciplines of competitive cycling in
the United States, including road, track, mountain bike, BMX and cyclo-cross. Visit www.usacycling.org for
information on rules, obtaining a license and a host of other information about cycling.
Join us on Thursday evenings where new riders get to compete on the track. The stock bike program is a
great way to introduce new riders young or not-so-young to bicycle racing.
Track riders who would like to move on to racing on Friday nights must race a minimum number of times on
Thursdays before being allowed to race on Fridays.
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EVENT REGISTRATION
Registration begins approximately 90 minutes prior to
the evening event’s start. Registration will close promptly
20 minutes prior to race start time. Each night you will
need only to show your USA Cycling Race License, sign
a Waiver of Liability, and pay your race fees (cash or
check only) for the night. You will be provided a
permanent number for use during the season (unless
you upgrade). This number must be worn and clearly
visible from the left side. Temporary numbers will be
available for a nominal fee.

RACING POLICIES
A very hearty welcome to all Major Taylor
Track Racers and Fans for the 2012 Race
Season.
The MTV Board & volunteers have been
working hard to bring you this year’s
events. Much of the racing information you
need is located within the pages of this
RACE BOOK.

RENTAL BIKES
The MTV has a limited number of track bikes available
for session rental. Bikes are available on a first come,
first serve basis during: (1) classes; and (2) Thursday
night racing. The bikes will be available for loan for a
$10.00 charge. Bikes must be checked in & out each
night. Equipment may not be taken off or switched out
on the loaner bikes for any reason, except for pedals.

Please read it through, get back to any of
the Board Members if you have any
questions, or you think you can fill a need
in our volunteer organization.

RAIN OUT POLICY
Rain cancellations will be determined by the MTV race
promoters and the Chief Referee. When it is obviously
going to rain by race start, the MTV will cancel the race
and attempt to place a message on the MTV Hotline
(317) 327-VELO and update twitter feed (Become
a follower at twitter.com/Major Taylortrack ). Also.
downtown Seattle. You can also check the INDOT
camera link on the MTV website for real time weather
near the velodrome.

Thanks for your participation and valuable
support. Good Luck for this season from
myself and the rest of the MTV Board of
Directors.
- Ken Hart
MTV Race Official

● Helmets are required while riding at all times, including the warm-up circle.
● Only fixed gear track bikes in proper working order, without brakes and without quick release wheels, are allowed on
the velodrome during racing or training.
● During unscheduled or open track times, riders should show respect and courtesy to members of the public wanting
to use the track. Remember, this is a public facility.
● No riding is permitted on the track when the surface is wet.
● All bikes must be removed from the railing at the completion of warm-up—prior to the pre-race meeting. Bikes may
be kept on the grass or the infield.
● Use the tunnel to access / exit the infield. Crossing the track during any race is dangerous, and not allowed —
offenders interfering with racing are subject to a monetary fine.
● At the conclusion of a race, all racers must promptly exit the track, from the back stretch, into the warm-up circle. The
next race will be taking the track on the home stretch.
● Riders will conduct themselves appropriately and follow the instructions of the race promoters and officials. Have fun
and help provide a great sports spectacle for the fans in the stands.
● Rude or offensive comments directed at riders, volunteers, staff, race officials or promoters will not be tolerated.
● MTV & the officials have the right to ask those acting inappropriately to leave the premises.
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Race Categories
Licensed riders are categorized in numeric classifications based on performance and ability. Categorization of
races allows riders of similar ability to compete. The numeric categorization of riders under USA Cycling
categories is the same for road and track; however, a rider may belong to a different category level in each
respective discipline.
For instance, a rider may spend most of his or her time racing on the track, and therefore be a higher track
category than road. All of the categories below are of the Senior rank except the Juniors. If you would like to
try racing at the velodrome and don’t have a license, check out an "Intro Clinic" which will get you started
towards the Thursday Night Racing Program. For information and benefits of obtaining a racing license
www.usacycling.org

Juniors- Junior category is from 10 through 18 years of age. While subdivisions amongst the junior
categories according to gender and age exist, lack of participants may require the juniors to be combined into
one class. Juniors may be allowed to race in an equivalent senior category.
Women- Women race in respective number categories. Women may also choose to race in the men’s
categories.

Category 5 - These are brand new racers on the track. They race on Thursday nights and after a set
number of races and improving results, they can upgrade to category 4..
Category 4 - This is where the Thursday night riders learn to hone their racing skills. Most of these races
started as Category 5 riders, and have decided that they enjoy the sport and want to develop. While
somewhat new to the sport, they’re not always short on excitement. Some of these riders have raced
extensively on the road or mountain bike.
Category 3 - These riders have excelled in Category 4 and subsequently upgraded through the velodrome
and USA Cycling upgrade process, and now race on Friday nights.
Category Pro, 1, 2 - While really 3 different categories, these riders are such a rare breed they usually
race together. With exception of the professional, this is the top of amateur bicycle racing. They are highly
experienced, technically savvy and posses elite fitness. They usually have multiple years of track racing
experience and many have competed on the National, or World level.
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Why Track Bikes?
Track bikes are different than road bikes. This seems like an obvious statement, but to the untrained
eye, it may appear that a track bike is merely a “stripped down” road bike. This is not the case. A
track bike is designed for the track and its’ banking.
Since a track bike is specifically designed to be ridden on a track for track racing, the frame is
designed to be stiffer, for sprinting. This stiffness is reinforced in several areas. Since the track
surface is smooth, with no chuck-holes or cobbles, there is no need to design the bike so that it
absorbs any road shock. This stiffness also makes the bike more responsive.
Some track events are less than a minute long, and the longest event at a track race is usually less
than one hour. Compared to road racing, the action is much quicker, so the bike needs to be more
responsive.
A track bike is normally sized 1 – 2 cm smaller than your road bike. This difference is mostly in the
height of the bottom bracket. The bottom bracket is higher, to prevent the pedals from clipping the
banking in the corners. With the bottom bracket being higher, but the track bike having about the
same stand-over height, the frame will have a shorter seat tube, which will increase the stiffness of
the bike, as well as making the frame slightly lighter.
An entry-level track bike can be purchased for $500-$700. Bikes in this price range are sold by
Bianchi, Fuji, and KHS. Intermediate-level bikes, in the $800 - $1100 range are available from
Cannondale, Fuji, and KHS. There are other companies as well, but these are the biggest ones.
When looking for a bike, you might also consider a used bike. The track has a bulletin board for
used equipment located in the tunnel.

Photo: Brad Quartuccio, UrbanVelo.org
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2012 Season Schedule of Events
APRIL
2

Track Opens

MAY
12
17
18

TT #1
Intro Racing #1
Fast Friday #1

JUNE
7
8
21
22
30

Intro Racing #2
Fast Friday #2
Intro Racing #3
Fast Friday Race #3
TT #2

JULY
12
13
14
26
27

Intro Race #4
Fast Friday Race #4
TT #3
Intro Racing #5
Fast Friday Race #5

AUGUST
16
17
18
30
31

State Championships: Juniors/Citizen Racing
State Championships: Massed Start Events
State Championships: TT
Intro Racing #6
Fast Friday Race #6

Program guide from 1983, MTV's first full season

SEPTEMBER
6
7
8
28

Intro Racing #7
Fast Friday Race #7
TT #4
Track Closes

TYPICAL TRACK SCHEDULE, CONFIRM WITH OFFICE Or WEBSITE
Photo by Edmund White

Mondays
OPEN RIDE

Tuesdays
TRAINING

Wednesdays
OPEN RIDE

Thursdays
TRAINING

Fridays
OPEN RIDE

5:30 - 8:00 pm

JR / novice
5:00 - 6:30 pm
Starting 6/21

5:30 - 8:00 pm

Track 101
6:00 - 7:30 pm
Starting 6/23

11:00 - 1:00 pm
5:00 - 7:00 pm

Starting 4/2

Starting 6/8

Starting 6/3
Elite / Masters
6:30 - 9:00 pm

Criterium training
Coming in July
8

Citizens Racing
8:00 - 9:30 pm
Starting 5/17

Collegiate National Championships
September 15 - 17, 2011

Current Collegiate National Champions
From Major Taylor Velodrome
2011 Collegiate Womens Points Race, Coryn Rivera, Marian
2011 Collegiate Womens Omnium, Coryn Rivera, Marian
2011 Collegiate Womens Pursuit, Coryn Rivera, Marian
2011 Collegiate Womens Sprints, Coryn Rivera, Marian
2011 Collegiate Womens Team Pursuit, Marian
2011 Collegiate Mixed Team Sprint, Marian
2011 Collegiate Mens Team Pursuit, Marian
2011 45‐49 Scratch Race, Darin Marhanka
2011 Masters 45+ Madison, Curtis Tolson
2011 Masters 30+ Madison, Erin Hartwell
2011 45‐49 Points Race, Darin Marhanka
2011 50‐54 Scratch Race, Kent Menzel
2011 Collegiate Team Overall, Marian
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Friday Night PRO-AM Track Racing
Friday Night Philosophy

Season Series Points

The Friday Night Track Racing series (“The Show”)
is thrilling action for racers and spectators alike.
World-class athletes compete under the spotlights,
while family and friends picnic on the lawn or enjoy
the view from the stands. The popular “Kiddie Kilo”
happens the first and third Fridays of each month.
Our goal is top-level racing for spectator interest and
to provide sponsor satisfaction.

Series points will be awarded for Senior Men
Cat. 1-2; Senior Men Cat. 3; & Women Cat. 1-3 as
follows:
1st & 2nd Race: 7, 5, 3, 2, 1 points
Feature Race: 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1 points

Season Nightly Prizes
A minimum purse of $345 will be paid out nightly. Nightly
Prizes are based on individual race results.
Nightly prizes will be paid out at:
Men Pro & Cat 1, 2:
1st & 2nd Race - $25, 15, 10, 5
Feature Race- $45, 35, 25,15,10
Men 3:
1st & 2nd Race- $15,10, 5
Feature Race- $20,15,10, 5
Women 1-3:
1st & 2nd Race- $15,10,5
Feature Race- $20,15, 10, 5
Plus any “crowd” primes

Race Dates for 2012
Preseason Fridays, May 7, 14, 21 and 28**
Fridays, June 24th – September 10th
No racing week of July 30th.

Start Time
Track opens for warm up at 5:30 PM. Registration
will open at approx. 6:15. Registration will close 20
minutes prior to racing. The pre-race meeting is
scheduled to take place at 7:00 P.M.

NOTABLES:

Race Fees

* Nightly prize $ will only be awarded when field limits are
met (8 riders, all fields).
* This program is subject to change should consistent
field
limits not be met.
* Rain cancels racing. If it is looking like rain on race
night, we’ll try to provide cancellation updates starting
at 5:30pm on the via twitter feed (twitter.com/Major Taylor
track) and MTV hotline (317) 327-VELO. To view the
conditions near the velodrome, check the INDOT online
web camera.

Race Fees are $20.00 per night. A current USAC
and/or UCI affiliated racing license required.

Race Categories
Senior Men, Cat. 1-2 (Pro & International Elites)
Senior Men, Cat. 3
Women, Cat. 1-3 (International Elites)
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Friday Night PRO-AM Track Racing
Special Events :

Friday Night’s Season Series
A minimum purse of $1,800 will be paid out at the end of
the season to winners of Men Cat. 1-2, Men Cat 3 &
Women 1-3. Payout will be as follows:

Kiddie Kilo

Men Cat.3:
TBD

Races for kids aged 2-12 will be held during the 2012
season on the 1st and 3rd Friday of June, July, August
and September (June 4, 18, July 2, 16, August 6, 20,
and September 3). Race entry is free, so just bring a
kid, a bike and a helmet! Parental permission is
required.

Women 1-3:
Top 5 for series: $120/80/60/40/20

Spectator Beer Gardens

Men Cat. 1-2:
Top 10 for series: $250/175/130/115/100/80/60/40

Beer gardens are scheduled every Friday night
throughout the regular season starting June 24. Invite
your adult friends, family, and teammates to enjoy the
fun in the special section that is open at 7PM! Thanks to
our sponsors New Belgium Brewing and Washington
Wine Company for their fantastic support.

And of course, the best prize of all: 2012 rider numbers
for the top 10 Cat 1-2 Men will be based on finishing
order for the 2011 season.

Gear Chart for 27 inch wheels
Rear Cog

Chain
Ring

17

16

15

46

73.1

77.6

82.8

14
88.7
Women 2- 3

47
48
49

74.6

79.3

84.6

90.6

Thursdays

Category 3

76.2

81.0

86.4

92.6

Junior 10 - 12

Junior 13 - 14

Junior 15 - 16

Category 1 - 2

77.8

82.7

88.2

94.5

Women 2- 3

50
51

79.4
81.0

84.4

90.0

Thursdays

Category 3

86.1

91.8
Category 1 - 2

Suggested starting points for gearing
11

96.4
102.2

New Rider
Thursday Night
Racing
7
(Men Cat 4 have to have an annual license). Go to USA
Cycling online (www.usacycling.org) and purchase your
annual license in advance to save time!

Getting On Track!

Adults - $15 per night
Juniors (under 18) - $5 per night

This is where one begins an exciting track racing
experience. This night of the week is the ideal opportunity
for beginners on the track to discover competition on a
banked velodrome (bicycle racing track).

Rental Bikes
Available for Thursday Night racing. Rental fee = $10/night.
Only pedals may be changed. All other bike parts must stay.

All Track Class participants will be required to race at least
two (2) Thursday Nights and obtain approval of the
Thursday Night Race Manager before moving up and
onward to a Category 4.

Thursday Race Categories:
● Category 5 / Novice Men
● Category 4 / Novice Women

2012 Dates
Eight Thursdays throughout the summer*
*See the schedule listed earlier in this guide

Nightly Schedule
The racing program will be determined each race, based
upon
the needs and the mix of the riders in attendance. This is a
loosely defined program that is focused on developing real
racing skills & safety prior to entering the more competitive
Monday Night program, and eventually onward to primetime
on Wednesday & Friday Nights.

Start Time
Racing starts at 7:00PM and finishes between 9:00 and
9:30PM
Registration is open from 6:00 to 6:40PM.

Racing License & Fees
A current USA Cycling license is required. One-day License
available at registration for Women Cat 4 and Men Cat 5.
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Timed Races: MTV Time Trial Series
Held Monthly

Another attractive aspect of track racing is the ability to compete alone with just you against the clock. Held
monthly, the MTV Time Trial Series is an opportunity for riders and racers to measure their improvements over the
course of a season. The annual state championships are an opportunity for any rider with a license and a track
bike to be timed and battle the clock. The distances for the pursuit and some other events vary depending on age.
The different individual timed events are described below.

Flying 200 meter Time Trial
The gold standard for measuring sheer power output, anyone that considers themselves a sprinter knows what
their 200m time is.

Kilometer and 500 meter Time Trial
Certainly the simplest and arguable the toughest event on the track. From a standing start go as fast as you can to
the finish. Brute strength and speed are required for the first 90% and a little endurance and mental skills are
needed in the last 10%. Many events are won and lost in the last 10%. Can you hold it together or will you come
apart right before the line?

Pursuit, 2km, 3km, 4km
Two riders start on either side of the track with the idea being to catch your opponent or complete the distance in
the quickest time. This is where you may see some high-tech equipment as carbon fiber wheels, aero
bars/helmets, and skin suits.

Team Events
Team Sprint - Teams of 2 or 3 riders have each team member lead one lap, then drop out. The time is taken from
the lone team member still on the track. A very fast event!
Team Pursuit - Teams of 3-4 riders take turns breaking the wind for their teammates, before peeling off the front,
up the banking, then onto the back of their teammates. Often, one teammate will sacrifice themselves for the team,
as the time is taken from the third rider of the team. Teamwork is the key to this event!
13

RACES COMMONLY SEEN AT
MAJOR TAYLOR VELODROME
Scratch Race

Madison

The scratch race is a basic mass start race. All riders start
from the rail and race for a set number of laps. A neutral lap
may be required at the discretion of the officials. A bell rings
with one lap to go. First rider across the line wins. This race
is run for all from “scratch” starting point, and no one is
handicapped with a longer distance start position.

The Madison is a high speed, two person points race relay.
One partner from each team starts the race from the rail
while the “resting” partner pedals slowly along the top of the
track. Partners exchange positions by pulling even with
each other and then relaying or “slinging” the incoming
partner into the race.

Points Race

Like a points race, sprints occur at pre-determined
intervals (typically every 6 laps) during the race.
Named after the original Madison Square Gardens
in New York City, where the event originated and
gained popularity up to WWI. There is a winter
European “Six-Day” race circuit, where riders make
some winter prize money & keep fitness.

A points race is a mixture of sprinting and fast endurance
racing. A pre-determined number of sprints occur at set
intervals. For example, a 30 lap Points Race will have 5
sprints with one every 6 laps.
A bell rings with one lap to go for each sprint. Points are
awarded to the top 4 riders across the line for each sprint
(5,3,2,1). Riders are awarded 20 points if they lap the field—
or have 20 points removed if they lose a lap to the field.
The rider with the most points at the end of the race wins.

Omnium
An omnium is a way to award results based on multiple
races. Similar to the Pentathlon in track and field, riders
collect points based on their results in multiple events.
There can be a nightly omnium, based on the 2-3 races run
in an evening.

Miss ‘n Out
This is another mass start race with all riders starting from
the rail. After a neutral lap, the last wheel across the finish
line on each lap is pulled from the race until a predetermined number of riders ( normally 3) are left. The last
lap is a sprint for the finish line with the first rider across the
line winning. Sort of a “musical chairs” event, without the
chairs.

The "Rider if the Year" award is a season long omnium.

Keirin

The Keirin is a 6 lap race with 6- 8 riders starting from a
standing start. The riders draft behind a motorcycle for the
first 4.5 to 5 laps with the motorcycle gradually accelerating
up to 30 mph before it departs the track.
Riders draw for position prior to the race, with the low rider
obligated to take the wheel of the motorcycle at the start.
Once the race starts, riders may jockey for position behind
the motorcycle but may not pass it. When the motor pulls
off, with 1 or 1.5 laps to go, it is an all-out sprint for the finish
line. This event is a popular para-mutual gambling event in
Japan, much like horse or greyhound racing found in the
USA.
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...continued from last page

Snowball

10
Win ‘n Out

A Snowball is a mass start race run over a set distance. The
first rider across the line at the end of the first lap earns
one point. The first rider across the line at the end of the
second lap earns 2 points, etc., with the number of points
for the first rider across the line for each lap “snowballing”
until the end of the race. The second place rider on each
lap earns zero points. The rider with the most points at the
end of the race wins.

A Win ‘n Out is another mass start race run over a set
distance. A bell rings with 4 laps to go in the race. The first
rider across the line on the next lap takes first place. The
first place rider in the next lap takes second place, etc. This
is a difficult race, if you spend all your effort and come up
short, you must summon another all out sprint the next lap,
and so on to fill the places.

Chariot
A Chariot is an all out one-lap sprint for the finish line.
Riders start in heats of 3-8 from a standing start. At the
starting gun there is one lap to go!

Tempo
A Tempo race is a mass start race run over a set distance
with all riders starting from the rail. After a neutral lap, the
first rider across the line for each lap earns one point.
Second place earns zero points. The final lap is worth 2
points and 1 point to the first 2 riders. Rider with the most
points at the end of the race wins.

Unknown Distance
As its name implies, the Unknown Distance is a mass start
“scratch race” run over an unknown distance. A bell rings
with one lap to go to signal the sprint to the finish.

Super Tempo
Sprints

A Super Tempo is similar to a tempo race. The only
difference is that 2 places are scored every lap, instead of
just one place. After a neutral lap, the first rider across the
line for each lap earns two points. Second place earns one
point. The final lap is worth 2 points and 1 point to the first 2
riders. Rider with the most points at the end of the race wins

A two lap race. The field size is a small group of riders with
the top 1 or 2 riders advancing to higher rounds, ultimately
the finals. The tactics vary, but generally fall into one of two
categories – cat and mouse game with short hard sprint at
the end or early attack with the attacking rider trying to keep
a high pace for the entire time.

Place Number Bib on LEFT Side
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Track Etiquette
you hear “STICK” or “STAY,” do not do your
exchange, stay on the front of your pace line until the
other group passes.

Edited by Woody Cox & Kenny Williams, April
2002, and David Mann, May 2005
The Apron is the flat surface that extends from the
outer edge of the Wide Blue Band inward to the infield.
The apron is designed to be used by riders gathering
speed to go up-track or by riders slowing to leave the
velodrome surface. The apron is not a place to roll
around three (3) abreast for a chat. When you are
riding on the apron you should always stay to the left,
especially in the bends, so that the riders going fast
(and leaning inward) are not impeded.

Paceline Warm-up
Once paceline warm-up begins to assemble in the
sprinters lane, look first then dive down onto the last
wheel as it passes you. Ride as straight as possible at
all times in the paceline, either directly behind the
wheel in front of you or just slightly up-track. It is
important to keep a relaxed upper body in a paceline
situation as rigidity leads to over handling and even to
crashes. With relaxed shoulders and elbows, a rider
can better absorb the shock from the track surface and
from wheel touches, etc. Your focal point should be up
(never down!) and, as much as possible, up through
the paceline so that you can see any problems or
deviations before they affect you (Try relaxing your
toes, this has a tendency to let you relax your whole
body; lift your toes up off of the bottom of your shoes.).
Until you are comfortable looking up and beyond the
bike in front of you, the front hub of the rider in front of
you is a good place to keep your focal point, as you
will automatically react to the direction changes of that
wheel.

The Sprinters Lane is the lane between the black
“measure line” and the red “sprint line.” During warmup it is a place for full-speed efforts, including
pacelines and flying efforts or jumps. Please do not
ride in the sprinters lane if you are just warming up or
cooling down. Instead stay either well above the
“Stayers Line” or on the infield warm-up circle.
The Stayers Line is the blue line approximately onethird of the way up-track. The Stayers Line has been
moved to its regulation position and is much closer to
the sprinters lane than previously. If there is a lot of
activity on the track and you just want to roll around,
you must stay well above the Stayers Line— at least
halfway up-track. Please stay above the stayers line,
but below the rail, so if riders are jumping down from
the top of the track they have room to go over the top
of you between you and the rail.
If you are recovering from an effort on the stayers line
(blue line), do not ride two (2) or three (3) abreast and
chat. This takes up way too much track space and
there might not be enough space for a group to “jump”
over you on the rail.

If you happen to overlap wheels, the first thing to do is
to relax your whole body. Usually just relaxing your
legs for a second will reduce your speed enough for
your front wheel to drop back to a safe margin. If you
must overlap, always move your bike up-track, or to
the right, of the wheel in front. Underlapping is very
dangerous. When you underlap on the track, you put
yourself and everyone behind you at risk. If you touch
wheels with the rider in front of you, the solution,
again, is to relax.
Each rider in the paceline should take it upon himself/
herself to correct any fluctuations in speed or position
that occur in front of him/her, trying always to smooth
things out for the balance of the paceline. If you are
second wheel and the lead rider loses speed over the
course of his/her turn, try to adjust the pace back up to
where it was before by smoothly spreading the
acceleration over your whole lap at the front—do not
jump through as it interrupts the flow of the paceline.

Entering the Track
When you are ready to go up onto the banking, always
look first, as riders may be either jumping down from
the top or bearing down on you from the pole lane. It
pays to be alert on the velodrome and it prevents
accidents.
Stick or Stay
If you hear another rider/riders say “STICK” or “STAY”
it means that they are going to pass you. Hold your
position on the track—ride a straight line (ride parallel
to the lines on the track). If you are in a paceline and
another rider or group of riders are overtaking you and

In order to facilitate smooth, safe changes, you should
apply a bit more power to the last few pedal strokes of
your turn at the front. You should also steer slightly uptrack, perhaps even as high as the red line, just before
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alternative but to overtake a paceline, try to time it so
that you do not pass on the part of the track where
most of the changes are occurring. Changes,
predictably, occur in Turn 1 or Turn 3. Always assume
the riders you are passing do not know you are
coming.

your change so that the rider behind you can begin
moving his / her wheel underneath you. If you find
yourself fatiguing during your turn, the best possible
option is to swing up after a half lap. At the end of your
pull at the front give a “wiggle” of your right elbow, this
lets the person behind you know that you are going to
pull off. Always look over your right shoulder before
you pull off of the paceline.
Other riders may be overtaking you.

Rail Etiquette
The rail is a right-of-way lane like the sprinters lane. It
is to be used primarily for winding up efforts. It is not
a place to chat, socialize, or to ride slowly. And it is not
an area into which you should swing up without
looking. Riders on the rail are at full-throttle as they
prepare to dive down into their flying efforts. If you are
winding up an effort and there is a rider in the way, call
out “RAIL!” The offending rider(s) should heed and
drop carefully down to mid-track so that the overtakers
can have the rail lane If “RAIL” is yelled at you, look
first then drop carefully down-track to the blue line. It is
considered impolite to ride even close to the rail as
approaching riders cannot be sure whether you might
drift upward or not.

If you are struggling before you get to the front, the
best thing to do is swing up and out of the paceline in
the straight-away. Make sure you do so safely by first
looking up-track and then by telegraphing your
intention to the rider behind you (“wiggle” your right
elbow) and by keeping the power on as you change
direction up-track. It is also courteous to move your
bike forward (up-track and to the right) until you draw
even with the rider in front of you. This helps to close
the gap you are leaving as you exit the paceline and
keeps the rider behind wind-sheltered as he/she
moves up to fill the space.

Crossing the Track
When you are crossing from the infield to the rail,
always stand well back from the sprinters lane before
making your move. It is extremely disruptive to have
people on foot dangling near the pole while you are
doing an effort. If you are crossing from the entry of
the track down to the track infield, always scan
carefully the top of Turn 4 before stepping foot on the
track. Crossing the track during any race is strictly
forbidden and offenders are subject to being fined.

Passing Pacelines
There will be more than one paceline warm-up going
on plus riders doing flying jumps in singles, pairs, or
more! If you are leading a paceline that is being
overtaken, you will hear them say, “STICK” or “STAY”
and you must stay at the front and not swing up until
the overtakers are safely past. While being passed,
every rider in the paceline should remain relaxed and
concentrate on riding a very straight line.
If you are leading a pace line which is overtaking
another, look first, then gradually accelerate as you
pass the paceline at the bottom. Try to maintain a
safety margin of at least a foot or two on your left and
do not drop down into the paceline until you are safely
past. The lead rider of the overtaking paceline is
responsible for keeping the pace up at least until all
the riders in your paceline have safely cleared the
slower group. The lead rider of the overtakers
should not change until the pass is safely completed.

Punctures
Flat tires are simply a part of cycling. If you happen to
puncture up on the banking the first thing to do is to
RELAX. Look to make sure that no rider is passing
underneath, then gently drift down to the apron and
onto the grass. (It is much nicer to fall on the soft
grass than the track.) Do not oversteer as this can
result in a loss of control and possibly a crash. Once
you reach the apron, gain control by back-pedaling or
by steering into the grass. If it happens that you
puncture while in a paceline, call out “FLAT!” and
move carefully down onto the apron. Do not take your
hands off the bars (as road riders do) to indicate a
puncture on the track.

Warm-up Jumps or Flying Efforts
If you are doing a warm-up jump or flying effort, use
your windup time on the rail wisely to set yourself up
for safe efforts. Discretion is definitely the better part of
valor when it comes to doing flying efforts on a busy
track. If you are doing a flying effort and have no
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to the CJ after the race. Please be aware that the CJ has
the most stressful job during race night. If you have a
question and the CJ is busy or scoring a race, wait a
moment.

A Few Words from Our
Officials...
The purpose of officiating at any race is the same—to
provide competitors a safe environment in which riders
can perform their best without having to worry about the
actions of others. At the Major Taylor Velodrome, officials
have traditionally sought to keep a friendly environment in
place, stepping in only as necessary to preserve safety,
race schedules, and competitive fairness.

● The Starter (who occasionally may also be the Chief
Ref) is responsible for giving race instructions, ensuring that
riders and their equipment are ready to race, and that starts
are fair.
Please be attentive to announcements as they are usually
only made once. Neutral starts are made as riders transition
from Turn 4 to the home straight, either by whistle or
starter’s pistol.
The slow pace of our neutral laps at Major Taylor is a bit of
a joke, so please keep the pace rolling. Riders who “jump” a
neutral start or otherwise force an extra neutral lap may be
excused from the remainder of the night’s racing.

From the perspective of officials and judges, riders can do a
lot to ensure that our evenings remain fun and exciting
for all. Here are a couple of guidelines to remember:
Be ready to race
Show up on time to get registered, warmed up, numbers
properly pinned, and yourself familiarized with the evening
program. It is important that the racing stay on schedule.
We do not have time to accommodate late arrivals or riders
stumbling around finding their shoes when their race
is on the rail.
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Examples of incidents & infractions the officials watch for:

●
●
●
●
●

Warm-up etiquette
Elsewhere in this guide is an excellent section on safe riding
during the warm-up periods on the track. As officials, we do
watch warm-ups and take note if someone is riding
dangerously to themselves or to others. Similarly, no single
rider “owns” the track—we want to preserve a sense of
community here where the more experienced help those
who are newer to the sport. We will not tolerate verbal or
physical abuse of riders, officials, staff, or spectators.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Know the rules
It is sometimes amazing the questions that racers
sometimes ask officials about racing rules. At the same
time, we recognize that races do occasionally change from
what is published. It helps everyone if we can keep
announcements at the rail to a minimum. If you have a
question about rules, PLEASE ASK—there may be
moments when we can’t answer right way, but we will get to
you!

●
●
●
●

Overlapping wheels, especially under a leading rider
Chopping a rider in the Sprinters lane
Leaving the lane with a rider engaged on the rear wheel
Grabbing or pushing another rider
Passing on the apron
(especially in Points races, Miss-n-Out/Elimination)
“Sweep” moves up and down track to block other riders
Unsportsmanlike behavior—verbal or physical
Failure to hold line after a sprint
Passing under a rider on or inside the Sprinter’s Line
#1 rider not immediately taking the pacer’s wheel (Keirin)
Passing under or interfering with exchanges in Madisons
Late exchanges that interfere with sprints in Madisons
Unnecessary equipment
(rear mirrors, handlebar idols, etc.)
Cut and/or folded bib numbers
Numbers in the wrong location
Numbers from other races and series
Hand-written bib numbers
(purchase a replacement if you lose your number)

Remember that Friday Night Racing is a show and
entertainment for which the public and sponsors have paid
large fees for the privilege of association with you.
Any action that compromises this relationship affects us all
and will be addressed. We are fortunate that MTV has
always run with great volunteers and an excited cycling
community.

Know who to talk to, and when
There are several officials each Friday Night, along with
several associates who assist.
● The Chief Referee ( CR ) is responsible for the overall
management of the event, and also issues rulings,
warnings, fines, relegations, and disqualifications for rule
violations. Usually, if there is an action taken by the CR, it
will be announced over the PA system and then the CR will
follow-up with a discussion after the race. Please don’t run
away if we need to speak with you—75% of the time our
comments are just that, observations that may help you
avoid future mistakes.

Disagreements will occur—that’s normal—but if
we resolve these issues through the officials and by the
rules, our program can grow and our sport will gain in
popularity and participation. If we can accomplish that
together, then the officials will really have done their job.

● The Chief Judge (CJ ) is responsible for determining the
order of finish of each event. Inquiries and protests over
finish order are a part of the sport—these should be made

Ken Hart & Mike Hanley
Chief Officials, Major Taylor Velodrome
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MTV Rider of the Year Results
2011

2010

Category Pro, 1, 2
1 David Williams Marian U.
2 Alex Wieseler Marian U.
3 Wes Harris
4 Eric Young
IU Cycling
5 Chris West
IU cycling
6 Colton Barrett Marian U.
7 Wes Luzadder Marian U.
8 George Geier
9 Joe Kukolla
Marian U.
10 Curtis Tolson
11 Devin Clark
12 Dean Peterson
13 Frank LaRondie
14 Matt Gittings Marian U.
15 Matt Jones

Category Pro, 1, 2
Bissell
United Healthcare
Speedway Wheelmen
Bissell
Upland
Kelly Benefits
Kelly Benefits
Piste Elite
IS Corp
Texas Roadhouse
Cannonball - Hub Racing
Zipp Factory Team
Schellers
Marian U.
Piste Elite

1 Eric Young
IU Cycling
2 Adam Leibovitz Marian U.
3 Wes Luzadder Marian U.
4 Frank LaRondie
5 Wes Harris
6 Kent Menzel
7 Matt Jones
8 Colton Barrett Marian U.
9 Rob Bush
Marian U.
10 David Williams Marian U.
11 Jeff Whiteman
12 Alex Wieseler Marian U.
13 Curtis Tolson
14 Jason Garner
15 Jackie Simes Marian U.

Category 3
1 Rex Rafferty IU Cycling
2 Jon Lazard
3 John Ryan
4 Kevin DePasse
5 Tim Nixon
IU Cycling
6 Michael Hart
7 Mark Alford
8 Jeff Leibovitz
9 Tom Lobdell
10 Davis Novak Lindsay Wilson

Category 3
IU Cycling
Unattached
KCV Cycling / Riley
unattached
IU Cycling
Team CFW - We Can!
Joe's cycles / Cardinal Bikes
unattached
Scarlet Racing
Lindsay Wilson

1 Chris West
IU Cycling
2 Mark Trousdale
3 Nick Abal
Marian U.
4 Sam Stone
Marian U.
5 Bret Lane
6 Rich DuFour
7 Jeff Leibovitz
8 Ross McEntarfer
9 John Singleton
10 James Walter

1 Sierra SiebenlistMarian U.
2 Elspeth Huyett Marian U.
3 Katie AntonneauMarian U.
4 Rita Klofta
DePauw
5 Beth Engwis
Marian U.
6 Cindi Hart
7 Lisa Giuffre
8 Sinead Miller Marian U.
9 Brooke Crum Lindsey Wilson
10 LuAnne Murray

IndieBike

VanDer Kitten

KCV Cycling / Riley
Scholars Inn / Bakehouse
Scholars Inn / Bakehoouse

Category 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Will Gleason Depauw
Karl Field
Aaron Pilling
Frederick Rose
Karl Borneman
Clayton Christian
David Fritz
Adam Perler

Upland
Rio Bianco
Tieni Duro
IS Corp
Team Mack
NUVO / Cultural trail
unattached
unattached
Scarlet Racing
Joe's cycles / Cardinal Bikes

Women

Women
1 Sierra SiebenlistMarian U.
2 Coryn Rivera Marian U.
3 Katie AntonneauMarian U.
4 Olga Weeks
5 Allie Dragoo Marian U.
6 Beth Engwis Marian U.
7 Bri Clark
8 Elizabeth Cobb IU Cycling
9 Jackie Kurth
Marian U.
10 Hannah Calvert IU Cycling

Bissell
Texas Roadhouse
Kelly Benefits
Schellers
Speedway Wheelmen
Piste Elite
Piste Elite
Kelly Benefits
Garmin Chipotle U23
Bissell
Northbrook / Garner
United Healthcare
Texas Roadhouse
Northbrook / Garner
Jamis / Sutter Home

Piste Elite
Scholars Inn / Bakehoouse
Scholars Inn / Bakehoouse
Scholars Inn / Bakehoouse
Queen City Wheelmen
Unattached
IndySpeed
Team CFW - We Can!
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IndieBike

IndySpeed
I-Pro
Rio Bianco
Kreitler BP

More Ways to Participate
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

community outreach and fund-raiser solicitation.
Even mentor a junior racer. Time commitments
and
schedules are flexible.
Please contact events@velodrome.org about
aspects of interest where you’d feel you can be of
help to the MTV.

Track cycling is a great sports marketing
opportunity to generate advertising exposure. This
is done by increased public interest and
enhancing
your image through the sponsorship of a health
and fitness oriented facility and it’s programs.
The Major Taylor Velodrome Association is
an organization that offers involvement in a
complete program that promotes cycling and a
family centric, healthy, green lifestyle.
Partnership with a respected company such as
yours will strengthen our success, while
promoting
your brand to our worldwide participants and
spectator community in the Pacific Northwest.
We feel we have some exciting opportunities on
each of our weekly race nights or for an entire
summer season.
Contact any of the MTV Board for more info.

How do I become a race official?
Officials are the backbone of much of what happens
out in the field and the true ambassador of USA
Cycling that the riders will see. To become an official,
you will need to attend an official’s seminar, purchase
an official’s license, and take an open book exam. The
seminar is called a Level C clinic (or introductory
clinic) and gives a basic introduction to road,
track, and mountain bike officiating.
These clinics are offered often during the season in
the various regions, but they are most heavily
concentrated during the winter and fall months. The
best way to find a seminar in the area is to contact the
WSBA [www.wsbaracing.org]. Clinics are also listed
online at www.USACycling.org by following
the link from the “Officials” tab to the “Clinics” page.

Volunteer!
Greatest gift anyone can give is time and talent.
Your expertise can support our mission and
empower the MTV in amazing ways.

While we prefer new officials to take a live seminar, we
also have a distance learning option for those officials
who are too far removed geographically from a clinic.
Please contact Mr. Shawn Farrell, Technical Director
at sfarrell@usacycling.org for more information.

Lend a hand at a night of racing, where you’re not
on the track. Help is needed with fundraising,
grant writing, sponsor development, media
communication, public relations and marketing,
web design, graphic design, event coordination,
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